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CASOS DE USO

Estas son cinco razones por las que los principales innovadores confían 

en nosotros:

1. INSPIRAMOS nuevos productos, servicios y 

campañas

2. PREDECIMOS, monitoreamos y validamos la 

percepción del consumidor

3. HACEMOS SEGUIMIENTO de la competencia, las 

amenazas y las oportunidades

4. ACELERAMOS la innovación y facilitamos el cambio

5. AHORRAMOS tiempo, esfuerzo y dinero



Implicación para el negocio:

Cada Consumer Insight está escrita en términos 

de sus implicaciones en múltiples industrias.

Ejemplos con hipervínculos:

Cada uno de los ejemplos de microtendencias

está enlazado a artículos completos e 

imágenes.

Demografía y desempeño:

Es posible filtrar mejor los ejemplos y las 

Consumer Insights con base en sus necesidades 

haciendo ajustes por edad, sexo y región 

geográfica.

Patrones y megatendencias:

Comprenda estas Consumer Insights dentro del 

contexto de las 18 megatendencias que están 

moldeando el mundo, además de los 6 patrones 

de oportunidades que le ayudarán a descubrir 

ideas innovadoras más rápidamente.

Enlaces en línea:

Cada Consumer Insight contiene un enlace a una 
versión en línea, en la cual podrá encontrar hasta 
100 ejemplos, imágenes y videos adicionales.

¿CÓMO SACARLE PROVECHO AL 
INFORME?

Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación, cada ejemplo está enlazado a un artículo 
completo, imágenes y, en algunos casos, videos. Conozca más al respecto en el apéndice.

Derechos de autor ©.
Todos los derechos reservados.
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Características especiales y definiciones
Estas son algunas sugerencias útiles para comprender nuestros Consumer Insights. No olvide que 
cada imagen está enlazada a un artículo completo, estadísticas y artículos adicionales en línea.

Puntuación
Puntuación general:

Todas las puntuaciones son percentiles (6,9 = percentil 69) y en general son el promedio de 
la popularidad, actividad e innovación.

Popularidad:

El atractivo general, determinado por la elección de un artículo por parte de las personas, 
entre otras opciones en la misma categoría y clústeres, normalizado por la fecha de 
publicación.

Actividad:

La cantidad de personas que interactúan con un artículo, incluso si se desplazan por las 
imágenes. Por ejemplo, algo como un cupcake de tocino tal vez no sea popular, pero 
podría ser lo suficientemente llamativo para compartirlo en las redes.

Innovación:

La novedad relativa de un artículo, que tiene más relevancia en categorías como 
Tecnología, a diferencia de Estilo de vida.

Demografía:

La audiencia objetivo de acuerdo con el investigador y no con las estadísticas del sitio.

Diseño
Implicaciones:

Nos esforzamos por descubrir ideas que tengan 
implicaciones en múltiples industrias. Quizá se 
encuentre observando un calzado hecho a la medida, 
pero ¿en qué forma esa personalización impacta su 
mundo?

Ejemplos con hipervínculos:

Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación, 
puede hacer clic en cualquier ejemplo para abrir un 
artículo completo con más conceptos relacionados.

Enlace abierto:

El enlace principal de cada página lo llevará al
artículo completo. Si no ha iniciado sesión, será
dirigido al sitio web sin costo; si inició sesión, será
dirigido a su PRO dashboard.

Colores
Estilo de vida
Moda
Arte y diseño
Tecnología
Cultura Pop
Mercadeo
Negocios
Lujo
Ecológico

Tipos de contenido
Consumer Insights:  

Clústeres de oportunidad 

de alto nivel.

Listas en clúster:  

Recopilaciones completas de

ideas relacionadas, con el 
fin de hacerle seguimiento 
a las ideas innovadoras.

Ejemplos específicos:  

Microtendencias

cuidadosamente 

seleccionadas, de modo que no 

tenga que invertir demasiado 

tiempo buscando.
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Todas las tendencias tienen una puntuación en tiempo real basada en las 

elecciones de nuestro grupo focal de 130.000.000 personas

CONTEXTO > EQUIPO > EVALUACIÓN Y NECESIDADES > PRESENTACIONES Y TALLERES > FUTURE FESTIVAL > INVESTIGACIÓN PERSONALIZADA > HERRAMIENTAS

150.000.000
Personas=Grupo focal gigante

Derechos de autor ©.
Todos los derechos reservados.

Estadísticas del mobiliario de comercio electrónico dirigido a millennials

Tendencia: Esta semana, y viral
Investigación: 2.000 clics en 5 días
Interés: 3,9 minutos

Concepto: Amazon Rivet
Relacionados: 90 ejemplos / 69 fotos
Segmento: Neutro, 0-0

Conjunto de comparación: 33 artículos similares, incluidos: 
sillas apilables multifuncionales, mobiliario urbano para 
ahorrar espacio, y mobiliario multifuncional para millennials.

Informes relacionados: Informe sobre millennials, Informe sobre decoración, Informe sobre bebés, Informe sobre alcobas, Informe sobre la generación Y

POPULARIDAD

ACTIVIDAD

INNOVACIÓN

Comentarios / Reacciones [+/-]

Puntuación
9,9

PUNTUACIÓN 
9,9

Contenido 
PRO

Investigación 
personalizada

https://www.trendhunter.com/copyright


De izquierda a derecha:

Entre 0 y 2 años

Entre 3 y 12 años

Entre 12 y 18 años

Entre 18 y 35 años

Entre 35 y 55 años

55 años en adelante

Esta es una medida de los mercados a los

que está dirigida una tendencia específica.

Son seleccionados por el editor de un

artículo, y no se generan con base en la

ubicación de los lectores de

TrendHunter.com. Las regiones disponibles

son: América del Norte, Europa, Asia, África

y América del Sur.

El anterior desglose representa una

tendencia de género neutro, pero se

inclina ligeramente hacia los

consumidores hombres. Algunas

tendencias pueden indicar un gran

interés de hombres o de mujeres,

pero muchas se encuentran dentro

de este rango medio.

Derechos de autor ©.
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Cada idea publicada se clasifica en las categorías usando tres criterios demográficos
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Desglose demográfico de Trend Hunter

EDAD REGIÓN SEXO
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“Trend Hunter es un gran recurso porque permite simplificar el caos. En este mundo, hay muchas cosas y 
oímos hablar mucho sobre tendencias; pero Trend Hunter nos ayuda a hacerlo más simple y tangible.”
- Gerente de mercadeo y percepción del consumidor

MARCO DE MEGATENDENCIAS

Todo está relacionado con nuestro marco de megatendencias, lo que le permite 
comprender mejor las variaciones importantes y cómo proponer nuevas ideas

ACELERACIÓN
1. Perfeccionar una sola cosa
2. Ícono prospectivo
3. Característica exagerada
4. Solución reinventada

CICLICIDAD
1. Retro + Nostalgia
2. Generacional
3. Económico + Por temporada
4. Ciclos repetitivos

REDUCCIÓN
1. Especialización
2. Menos capas + Eficiencia
3. Crowdsourcing
4. Suscripción

REDIRECCIÓN
1. Reenfocar
2. Revertir
3. Sorprender
4. Gamificar

CONVERGENCIA
1. Combinación + Estratificación
2. Agregar valor
3. Alianza de marcas + Alineación
4. Físico + Digital

DIVERGENCIA
1. Personalizar + Adaptar
2. Status + Pertenencia
3. Estilo + Convertir en tendencia
4. Rebelión generacional

Prosumerismo
En la actualidad, los consumidores 
esperan herramientas y servicios 
profesionales, desde la generación 
por parte de los usuarios hasta la 
cultura maker.

Experiencia
En un mundo lleno de “cosas”, la 
experiencia se convierte en una 
prioridad de la vida y un bien más 
importante que el dinero.

Tribalismo
Es más fácil que se formen 
grupos leales en torno a 
intereses, causas e incluso 
marcas específicas.

Juventud
Detrás de la jovialidad se esconde el 
hecho de que las generaciones no están 
listas para crecer, entre ellos los 
Boomers que desean una vida más 
activa y enriquecida.

Nostalgia
Los buenos recuerdos alimentan el 
deseo de revivir el pasado, 
especialmente si se trata de los años de 
formación.

Inteligencia artificial
Estamos entrando en una nueva era 
transformadora, marcada por un 
crecimiento exponencial de los datos, la 
robótica y la inteligencia.

Emprendimiento 
instantáneo
Los nuevos servicios hacen que 
conceptualizar, financiar, lanzar y 
comercializar nuevas empresas sea 
más fácil que nunca.

Simplicidad
En un mundo acelerado y 
atiborrado sobresale la simplicidad; 
el resultado son negocios 
enfocados y diseño simple.

Depuración
Ofertas, servicios, suscripciones 
y recomendaciones 
hiperseleccionadas que 
simplifican la vida con cosas 
mejores.

Gamificación
La aplicación de las dinámicas 
de los juegos a los problemas 
del mundo real crea un mundo 
más competitivo e interesante.

Naturalidad
El deseo de contar con productos 
sostenibles y que contengan 
ingredientes locales, orgánicos, 
reciclables y conocidos.

Catalización
Las marcas asumieron la 
función de acelerar el 
desarrollo personal de los 
consumidores.

Multisensaciones
Las experiencias interactivas, 
tecnológicas, de realidad aumentada y 
realidad virtual aumentan nuestras 
expectativas en los campos del 
entretenimiento, la comercialización e 
incluso la alimentación.

Autenticidad
Las redes sociales y la resistencia 
ante la publicidad tradicional han 
creado un deseo de autenticidad y 
realidad.

Cocreación
Las marcas, productos, servicios y 
clientes crean en conjunto cada 
vez más un mundo 
interdependiente.

Hibridación
Las fronteras se vuelven cada vez 
más borrosas a medida que los 
modelos de negocios, productos y 
servicios se combinan para crear 
conceptos y experiencias únicas.

Personalización
Las tecnologías de producción en 
pequeñas cantidades y los medios de 
comunicación más personalizados 
crean expectativas de 
personalización.

Muchos a muchos
La proliferación en masa de vendedores 
y creadores de medios de comunicación 
ha reorientado el mundo hacia una 
economía de muchos a muchos.



i. Consumer Insights

Copyright ©.
All Rights Reserved.

High-Level Patterns & Examples

Consumer Insights are the crown jewel of Trend Hunter. They are premium, subscriber-only articles based on 
clusters of specific examples. Each insight is identified using our crowdsourced, crowd-filtered methodology.  We 
use a combination of algorithms, consumer data and editorial curation to identify patterns of ideas that score 
highly among our audience. Consumer Insights are intended to teach you about creativity in other industries, so 
that you can bring unique, high-level creativity to your own brand. Competitive advantage comes not from 
closely benchmarking yourself to the developments of your competitor, but by looking for inspiration that can 
revolutionize your industry.
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Simplified Shopping Lists
Smart, predictive technology aids consumers with shopping list-makers

Implications - As more consumers turn to their phones to store their shopping lists, brands take this a step further with organization apps and predictive list-makers. New 
platforms that leverage AI, smart technology and voice-assistive tools make it easier than ever for consumers to keep track of what they need when they're shopping - and 
it can even help navigate physical stores. This shift in advanced retail communication allows consumers to stay on top of their to-do lists and increases seamless shopping 
experiences.

SCORE

6.1
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES

23,285 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/408932

Copyright ©.
All Rights Reserved.

Supermarket Visual Search Tools
Slyce Launched a Mobile List-Building Solution for Shoppers

Predictive Shopping Lists
Farmstead's Smart Shopping Lists Help 
Customers with Machine Learning

Assistive AI Kitchen Apps
Chefling's AI-Powered Platform Suggests 
Recipes, Manages Lists & More

Smart Shopping List Apps
The 'Aisle Shopper' App Organizes Your 
Shopping List by Aisle

https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/convergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/divergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/cyclicality
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/redirection
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/reduction
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/acceleration
https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/gamification
https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/experience
https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/artificial-intelligence
https://www.trendhunter.com/id/408932?ak=2686f40f292b42c00f80376ee86340fb
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #1 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Simplified Shopping Lists
Smart, predictive technology aids consumers with shopping list-makers

How can you leverage smart brick-
and-mortar technology to ease 
consumers' path to purchase? 



Signed Inclusion
Businesses better accommodate people with hearing impairments

Implications - Whether for employees, customers or both, brands are better adapting to the needs of people with hearing impairments by creating environments in which 
employees and/or customers can communicate in sign language. By enhancing communication between employees and customers in this way, these brands are setting a 
precedent for how retail design can work to remove barriers to inclusion.

SCORE

5.1
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 33 EXAMPLES

35,937 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/408713
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Sign Language Coffee Shops
The Starbucks Signing Store Further Validates the Deaf Community

Sign Language Grocery Stores
Signsbury’s will be Open for Four Days and 
Highlight Inclusivity

Ridesharing Signing Updates
Uber Offers Basic Sign Language Tips to 
Communicate With Deaf Drivers

Hearing Impairment-Friendly Coffee 
Shops
Starbucks' Signing Store is Opening in 
Washington, D.C
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #2 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Signed Inclusion
Businesses better accommodate people with hearing impairments

In what areas could your brand 
better prioritize inclusion? 



Instantaneous Communication
The use of AI in language services helps lessen communication barriers

Implications - As AI continues to infiltrate various consumer categories, we’re seeing it play a part in evolving communication tactics to help not only streamline efforts but 
reduce barriers across different languages as well. Providing a helping hand in areas like translation to make recording, communicating or simply transcribing 
conversations quicker and more efficient, these digitally-savvy solutions help reduce communication gaps and also encourage engagement through products that utilize 
technology that most are already akin to.

SCORE

6.9
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 28 EXAMPLES

16,340 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/402415
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Real-Time Language Translators
The 'ONE Mini' Multilingual Pocket Translator Has 97% Accuracy

Instantaneous Language Translators
The Baidu Pocket Translator Also Doubles as a 
Wireless Hotspot

Connected Real-Time Translators
The Smark Translator Supports Over 37 
Languages

AI-Powered Translators
The JoneR Pro Translator Offers Two-Way 
Communication in 45 Languages
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #3 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Instantaneous Communication
The use of AI in language services helps lessen communication barriers

How could you utilize AI to give your 
consumers a greater sense of 
independence?



Diet-Tech
Advanced technologies help consumers manage their weight

Implications - Beyond diet-planning apps and healthful recipe websites, high-tech products are emerging to help consumers meet their weight loss goals. As more 
consumers turn to technology instead of or in addition to professionals working in healthcare, brands respond by creating new software and easy-to-use gadgets. This new 
shift in the weight loss industry showcases how brands can embrace technology while helping consumers on a personalized basis.

SCORE

6.5
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 42 EXAMPLES

54,904 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/387958
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Helpful Diet-Assisting Gadgets
Lumen is a Device for Losing Weight & a Coach for Healthier Living

Weight Management Breath Devices
Lumen Has Crafted a Breath Analyzing Device 
to Ensure Health

Bioresponsive Tooth Stickers
This Sticker Can Analyze the Nutritional 
Content of Anything You Eat

Consumption-Curbing Wearables
The 'SoundFIT' Device Helps Users to Feel 
More Satisfied When Eating
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #4 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Diet-Tech
Advanced technologies help consumers manage their weight

How can your brand create a 
personalized platform or product 
using advanced technology?



Trackable Gaze
Software tracking eye movement delivers valuable insight to marketers

Implications - Eye-tracking technology is becoming increasingly prevalent in market research in order to optimize user experience in the digital space. Through the use of 
biometric tracking software via mobile and desktop devices, brands are better able to understand precisely where consumer attention is drawn, and how they navigate 
the tools. This new technology speaks to the struggle many brands have had in recent years with understanding how to better establish authentic connections with 
consumers. 

.

SCORE

4.7
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES

41,343 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/381649
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Consumer Eye-Tracking Hardware
Tobii Pro Gives Authentic Insights to Scientists and Businesses

Biometric Research Platforms
iMotions Makes Studying Biometrics Simple 
with an Easy-to-Use System

Face-Tracking Browser Extensions
The FacePause Extension Uses Chrome's Built-
In Tracking Software

Software-Only Eye-Tracking Apps
'Gazeify' Provides Analytics on User Experience
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #5 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Trackable Gaze
Software tracking eye movement delivers valuable insight to marketers

How might your brand leverage eye-
tracking software to establish a 
better connection with your 
consumer?



B2C Communication
Businesses receive and interpret customer feedback via messaging apps

Implications - Brands are leveraging various messaging apps, or creating their own, that allow for direct consumer feedback transactions so they can gain a better 
fundamental understanding of how consumers interact with their offerings – and improve their products, services and internal processes as a result. This shift has the 
added benefit of working against publicized negative feedback, which has become more common in the social media age – allowing businesses to maintain those open 
platforms while diverting at least some negativity to internal communications.

SCORE

4.1
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 3 FEATURED, 53 EXAMPLES

56,439 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/368066
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Conversational eCommerce Chatbots
'Trilyo' Enables Consumers to Ask Brands Quick Questions

Inline User Feedback Platforms
'Userfeed' Helps Brands Prioritize Customer 
Opinions

Speedy Messenger Marketing
ZoConvert Helps Businesses Create Facebook 
Messenger Bots
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #6 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

B2C Communication
Businesses receive and interpret customer feedback via messaging apps

How can your brand benefit from 
opening direct-to-consumer 
channels of communication?



Blanket B2B
Services that assist entrepreneurs become increasingly specific

Implications - Statistics show a steady increase in startups in recent years, which has created a need for services that provide entrepreneurs with assistance in launching 
ventures. This typically runs the range of high-level assistance like finance or help crafting a business plan. However, assistance with the idiosyncrasies of running a 
business is on the rise -- essentially, small details that help small businesses seem more seasoned. This 360-degree view of business ownership speaks to the expectations 
consumers have of businesses in the social media age.

SCORE

4.2
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #7 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Blanket B2B
Services that assist entrepreneurs become increasingly specific

What are some small details your 
business could seek external 
assistance in?



Office Assembly
Office meetings employ virtual tech to boost efficiency

Implications - Businesses are increasingly seeking out software that enhances the productivity and efficiency of internal meetings. These developments ensure that 
businesses avoid wasting time, that everyone is heard, and that scheduling remains efficient. This shift comes as businesses seek out optimum productivity, while 
simultaneously improving the quality of work life for their employees.
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #8 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Office Assembly
Office meetings employ virtual tech to boost efficiency

How can your company boost 
productivity internally, without it 
having a negative impact on 
employees' work-life balance?



Many-to-Many B2B
Large brands borrow small business practices to forge stronger client relations

Implications - B2C brands have recently begun using their product and marketing as a way to convey authenticity.Those in the B2B space are borrowing these practices to 
strengthen company-client trust. The integration of things like co-working spaces in Fortune 500 offices signifies that a sense of community is not only integral to a brand's 
marketing strategy, but their inner workings within corporate culture, and external business relationships.
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #9 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Many-to-Many B2B
Large brands borrow small business practices to forge stronger client relations

What is the most positive aspect of 
how your brand is perceived? How 
can you better reflect that quality 
internally?



ii. Specific Examples
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Micro-Trends are unique examples of innovation which have been featured on Trend Hunter. A micro-trend might 
be a newly released product or service, but in many cases, the idea is something that has not been commercially 
released.  Our database includes several hundred thousand articles of micro-trends, spanning thousands of 
topics, so make sure to filter your topics at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool
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Autonomous Package Transportation

UPS Has Begun Making Package Deliveries Using Autonomous Trucks

UPS has begun making deliveries using its autonomous trucks. The 
company previously entered a partnership with a startup, named 
TuSimple, to move packages between Phoenix and Tucson. Since then, 
the company has purchased a minority stake in the autonomous 
trucking startup. The trucks that are in use have a safety driver, as well 
as an engineer on board. However, as technology progresses this may 
no longer be required in the future.

The UPS partnership with TuSimple will help insulate the package 
delivery company against competition in the future. The company has 
had to compete against other e-commerce businesses, but 
autonomous trucking would allow UPS to automate large portions of 
its business. Using this the company could reduce costs and increase 
efficiency in package delivering.

Image Credit: UPS/TuSimple
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Self-Driving Car Chips
Toyota is Entering a Partnership to Create Autonomous Driving Tech

Toyota is partnering with Denso in order to manufacture self-driving 
car chips. The partnership will collaborate in order to produce the new 
edition semiconductors, which are a key component in self-driving car 
chips. The partnership will create a new business to take on the task, 
in which ownership will be shared. Denso will own 51% of the 
company, with Toyota taking on the remaining ownership. The 
business will start operations in the following year and will be 
comprised of 500 employees. 

The autonomous transportation industry is seeing rapid growth, and 
many large car manufacturers have entered into similar partnerships. 
Partnering with a company that specializes in autonomous technology 
helps automotive companies adopt the technology faster, as they do 
not have to create the infrastructure form the ground up. 
Autonomous vehicles require technical components in computer 
systems and sensors, which require significant resources to develop. 

Image Credit: Dennis Balibouse/REUTERS
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In-Vehicle Pizza Ordering

Domino's Launched a New, In-Vehicle Version of the Domino's Mobile App

Domino's is once again reinventing the way we order pizza with the 
debut of in-vehicle pizza ordering. With this new option, you can order 
a pizza without even picking up your phone.

Thanks to a partnership with Xevo Inc., Domino's has created an in-
vehicle version of its mobile app. The app runs through the in-vehicle 
e-commerce platform Xevo Market, which is automatically loaded in 
most new GM vehicles and some Hyundai models. With the new app 
capabilities, customers can use the infotainment screen of their car 
for in-vehicle pizza ordering. The app also works just like the regular 
Domino's mobile app, meaning it can remember your order, locate 
the nearest store, and track your order.

With vehicles becoming increasingly connected, Domino's joins a 
number of other business that have entered the automotive 
commerce market.

Image Credits: Domino's.
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Convenience Store Food Deliveries

Foodora & 7-Eleven's Partnership will Bring Snacks to Doorsteps

foodora taps into the convenience store food delivery aspect of the 
business through a partnership with 7-Eleven. The collaboration will 
allow users of the popular mobile application to get snacks delivered 
on-demand to their home. This is not only a convenient service but an 
ultra-indulgent one as well. 

Available in 48 participating stores across Toronto, Calgary, 
Vancouver, and Edmonton, foodora brings a variety of items to 
consumer doorsteps. From tasty treats like taquitos, chicken wings, 
and chocolate bars to essential items like milk, bread, and even Advil, 
the convenience store food delivery service will definitely give the 
busy individual more time to relax by taking the hassle out of the 
quick-stop shop. 

To celebrate this collaboration, foodora and 7-Eleven are releasing 
tailored kits available for delivery. This includes the nutrition-focused 
'Feel Good' and the indulgent 'Achy-Breaky Heart.'

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Start-Up Advertising Partnerships

Buzzfeed's 'Launch' Plans to Partner with Four Start-ups a Year

Buzzfeed's 'Launch' is a new service which aims to partner with 
upcoming brands, helping to promote and sell its products. 

The digital media company has already experimented with the making 
of its own branded products, such as Buzzfeed wine and cookbooks, 
however this new venture marks a first for the millennial-minded 
business. The company's new service plans to partner with four 
startups a year, creating and curating custom advertising, which will 
be promoted on Buzzfeed's main page. 

Each quarter, Buzzfeed will accept submissions from companies 
looking to promote its product through the site, and in exchange will 
receive a cut of the royalties. With Launch, companies are provided 
with the opportunity to "access the full scale of our audience without 
upfront costs.”

By: Ellen Smith
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AI-Fueled Financial Apps
Clarity Money is a Software That Helps Manage Personal Finances

Clarity Money is a mobile app that is powered by artificial intelligence 
centered around financial management purposes in a simplified form. 
It organizes users' money in one place to help them respectively grow 
their savings and track their spending to understand any reoccurring 
habits. 

The platform organizes expenses by breaking down spending by 
different categories and tracks the transactions that come through. To 
better manage expenses, it also suggests that users cancel any 
unwanted subscriptions if there may be any variables that were not of 
value anymore. The finance-focused app serves as a budgeting tool to 
aid users in reaching their financial goals in a simplified manner. It is 
completely free to use and available on the App Store and Google 
Play.
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Budget-Focused Financial Software

YNAB Teaches Users how To Better Manage Money Flow and Saving

YNAB is an online software and acronym for 'You Need A Budget,' 
created for the sole purpose of the namesake -- it helps users better 
manage their finances. It gives them complete control of their money 
and encourages habits that help them save money as well. 

YNAB understands that budgeting is not a restrictive approach, 
instead, it is just a smarter way of spending and money flow. It created 
a four rule step that is proven to succeed, helping users successfully 
budget their money. Notably, it also features a function that helps 
partners better finance together, sharing real-time information with 
one another through different devices. To ensure that users are on 
the right track of their spending and budgeting goals, there is a status 
to set and reach goals to push for improvement every time.

By: Amy Duong
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Cheeky Call-Out Laptop Ads

Microsoft Commissions a Guy Named 'Mac Book' for Its New Commercial

Microsoft's latest laptop ad takes the brand's rivalry with Apple to new 
heights. 

For this marketing campaign, the software company employs a guy 
who goes by the name of Mackenzie 'Mac' Book. The individual lives in 
Sydney, Australia, and was sought out by Microsoft due to his name. 
The laptop ad depicts him comparing the brand's Surface Laptop 2 
and Apple's MacBookAir. He is faced by a plethora of questions, 
focusing on efficiency, durability and other qualities that are desirable 
to consumers who are looking to purchase a new computer. The 
cheeky laptop ad ends on a bold note as Mackenzie concludes, "You 
should get a Surface. Trust me, I'm Mac Book." 

This marketing initative is one of many who illuminate the rivaling 
relationships between competitors.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Jewelry-Appraisal Softwares

GemGuide Efficiently Calculates the Value of Gems and Diamonds

GemGuide is a special appraisal software technology that is fueled by 
the work done at 'Gemworld International,' which specializes in 
education-packed jewelry valuation. The GemGuide Appraisal 
Software, also recognized as 'GAS,' is the fastest software available 
currently. Some of the features include integrated estimation 
formulas, plotting tools, direct printing, instant pricing, online training, 
and network compatibility.

It also has mobile apps compatible with Apple and Android platforms, 
functioning as a reliable benchmark of its educated understanding of 
the jewelry and gem industry. The app features a standardized view 
on several pricing on specific stones for both wholesale and retail 
numbers, as well as a control on the markup statistics. The mobile 
platform takes color, brilliance, clarity, proportion, polish, shape, cut, 
and more into consideration.

By: Amy Duong
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Software Vulnerability Reward Programs

Apple's Bug Bounty Program Has Increased Its Payout

Apple's bug bounty program will now have a maximum $1 million 
payout. The program allows researchers to find bugs or security 
vulnerabilities, and report them to the company in exchange for 
money. The information about the increased payout came from the 
company's head of security engineering and architecture, Ivan Krstić. 
The $1 million payout will be available to anyone who is able to fully 
control another person's iOS device, using only a phone number. 
Researchers can also obtain a 50% bonus depending on which 
category they are able to control. 

Apple's bug bounty program was launched three years ago for iOS 
devices, and since extended the program to macOS. Devices newly 
included in the program are Macs, MacBooks, Apple TV as well as the 
Apple Watch.

By: Daniel Johnson
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Facial Recognition Taxi Safety

Yandex Will Add Software to Detect Exhausted Russian Taxi Drivers

Russian taxi drivers will now undergo facial recognition, in order to 
detect exhausted drivers and require them to rest. The device will be 
located on a car windshield and it contains software that is sensitive to 
sings of excessively tired individuals. The system will pick up on 
Russian taxi drivers who display excessive blinking, yawning or poor 
posture. The software is able to derive a person's condition based on 
68 facial data points. 

The company is implementing the software in response to current 
events in Moscow. Where the city saw 764 car crashes, which resulted 
in 23 deaths. The facial recognition software will be used in an effort 
to reduce crashes and fatalities. 

Image Credit: Shutterstock
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Automotive Software Acquisitions

Ford Purchases Journey Holding to Bolster Its Mobility Services

Ford has recently purchased the software company Journey Holding, 
which develops vehicle tracking as well as technology for public 
transportation apps. This acquisition was made in a direct effort by 
Ford to bolster its mobility business. Ford's CEO Jim Hackett has 
undergone efforts to venture the organization into transportation 
services in a forward-looking direction. 

Journey Holding will now be directed by Ford Smart Mobility, which 
works on transportation services. It can be expected that Journey will 
be incorporated into Transloc, which develops transit software in 
cities. Ford purchased Transloc in 2018. 

Ford's history of purchasing transit technology companies will help 
them to create a consolidated platform for city-based transit. These 
acquisitions will all help Ford develop its Transportation Mobility 
Cloud, which is an open-source system developed to help 
metropolitan transportation. 

Image Credit: Ford
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Broken Sign-Finding AI
A New Street View-Searching AI Tool Looks for Signs Requiring Maintenance

Geospatial scientists at RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia, have 
constructed a Google Street View searching tool with AI that looks for 
signs that require maintenance. 

The software has the ability to identify sign information using the vast 
amount of information present in Google's Street View. The software 
can spot inaccuracies in sings with an approximately 96% success rate, 
and it can identify the type of sign with around a 98% success rate. 
The system uses only 2D images from Google Maps and metadata to 
find the exact location of signs that require attention. 

The Street View searching AI is limited by how often Street View is 
updated. Often times, Street View can go for a decent length of time 
without updated photos, which could potentially cause some signs to 
be inaccurately reported on. 

Image Credit: RMIT University
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Smartphone Software Support

LineageOS 16 Nightlies Will Now Be Supported on the OnePlus 6

LineageOS has continuously released support for its LineageOS 16 
nightlies across different devices, with the newest coming to the 
OnePlus 6 smartphone. Previously, LineageOS was never officially 
supported on OnePlus 6 devices, however now users can download 
nightly builds of LineageOS on their OnePlus 6 devices. The phone 
manufacturer has also indicated a commitment to support OxygenOS 
for three years on OnePlus 6 devices which may lead less users to rely 
on a custom ROM if they can find support for their device elsewhere. 

This move may be the first of many seeing OnePlus devices getting 
Lineage OS support added. As the company releases newer models, it 
may look to add different support options for users -- this would 
include more support of Lineage OS on its devices. The new LineageOS 
16 nightlies support is currently available, with users getting access to 
up to date nightly builds. 

Image Credit: OnePlus 6
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Smartphone Software Fixes

OxygenOS 9.5.4 is Coming to the OnePlus 7 Pro 5G with Improved Features

The new OnePlus 7 Pro 5G model will receive its inaugural update 
with the new OxygenOS 9.5.4 operating system. The news came in an 
announcement from the Official OnePlus forum. The smartphone is 
the first from its kind to be 5G-enabled and features industry-leading 
upload and download speeds for mobile users. A previous OxygenOS 
9.4.5 update was released for the OnePlus Pro, but is now being 
extended to the company's 5G model. 

Some additions to the operating system are its optimized DC Dimming, 
Double Tap to Wake and Ambient Display revamps. Also included in 
the update were improvements to the pop-camera, which aims to 
elevate the phone's video calling capabilities for users. 

Image Credit: OnePlus
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Speech Changing Video Software

New AI Deepfake Technology Changes Videos to Generate New Footage

New AI deepfake technology can now edit videos to change what 
users are saying. The 3D technology is able to change the speech and 
mouth pattern to match the desired text. 

The software was developed by scientists from Princeton University, 
Stanford University, The Max Planck Institue for Informatics, and 
Adobe Research. The technology uses the subject's isolated phonemes 
(i.e. "ah", "fuh") and then reconfigures them to match the new 
message. Next, the software combines phonemes, visemes, and 3D 
facial models to create new visual footage. The edited videos were 
perceived as real by 60% of participants surveyed. This new 
technology has a number of implications. It may be able to help 
Hollywood translate movies. 

Image Credit: SIGGRAPH 2019
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User-Friendly Designer Software

Gravity Sketch's New Update Allows One to Switch Between 2D & 3D

Gravity Sketch is a piece of software that makes the designer's life 
easier. The service was recently updated to satisfy a larger 
demographic of creatives and to accommodate individuals who "were 
more skilled and comfortable working in 2D than 3D." This new 
update makes the process more intuitive, user-friendly and accessible 
to people who approach creative work differently. 

Designers can create a 3D drawing of a concept in Gravity Sketch and 
then put on a virtual reality headset to blow the sketch up into 3D. 
Afterward, creatives are free to manipulate the three-dimensional 
design of the project. The object can be easily transitioned between 
the two spatial states. This gives ample flexibility to the majority of 
creative processes, making Gravity Sketch a more accessible and 
convenience-focused tool for the masses.
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Medical Imaging Platforms

Ambra Health's New Software is Available to Consumers in Japan

Recently launched in Japan, Ambra Health is a medical imaging 
platform that aims to streamline the imaging process at both large 
healthcare institutions and smaller private practice locations. The 
platform was launched alongside Mitsubishi Corporation's sister brand 
MC Healthcare and aims to address a challenge faced by over 8000 
medical institutions in Japan -- the process of storing and sharing 
medical imaging assets in a more organized way.  

While it does boast a Japanese user interface, the platform is also 
compatible with eight languages including English, Spanish, German, 
Portuguese, Dutch, Chinese and Arabic. 

"Ambra’s imaging solutions have solved a number of pain points for 
leading US healthcare providers, resulting in more efficient image 
exchange and storage, significant cost savings and improved patient 
experiences,” said Morris Panner, CEO of Ambra Health. Most 
commonly used for breast cancer mammograms, medical imaging 
results were not as easily or as quickly accessible to [continued online]
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Cryptocurrency Smartphone Cards

The 'VaultTel' Software Wallet Securely Stores Digital Currency

Storing cryptocurrency keys and other digital assets has gotten a 
whole lot more secure thanks to the 'VaultTel' software wallet that 
promises to keep data encrypted and safer than ever. The device 
works by being integrated into the SIM card slot on your smartphone 
to keep it constantly within reach and under enhanced biometric 
security thanks to the functionality already at use in the phone. This 
will come as welcome news to those who are looking for a better way 
to keep their cryptocurrency funds more secure than existing methods 
without restricting their own access, when desired.

The 'VaultTel' digital wallet can also be used for storing additional 
digital assets to transform your smartphone into a data protection 
powerhouse.
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Survey-Based Onboarding Platforms

Qualtrics' Software is Focused on Efficiency and Directness

Qualtrics seeks to improve new employee experience with a swift, 
efficient and survey-based onboarding platform. 

The software is focused on providing hires with the opportunity to 
give substantial feedback, allow recruiters to monitor employee 
improvement, as well as assure that the training schedule is upheld via 
"built-in action planning." Qualtrics' onboarding platform guarantees 
positive impact in a number of fields that are associated with 
successful employee training and transition. This includes a "decrease 
ramp time [and a] boost productivity." 

In addition, thanks to Qualtrics' approach to its product, the software 
engages and promotes proactiveness amongst the new hires who are 
still trying to adjust to the dynamics of the particular corporate 
setting. Employers can use the feedback from Qualtrics' onboarding 
platform to create insights for "tangible improvements."
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Streamlined Fundraising Software

The salsa Platform Makes the Donation-Tracking Process Seamless

The salsa fundraising software aims to streamline the process of 
obtaining charitable donations, tracking donor interactions and other 
crucial info for nonprofits. In addition to helping users keep track of 
important donor information like email addresses, contact info, 
donation history and more, salsa also aids with digital marketing 
needs.

The fundraising software boasts a marketing automation feature that 
makes creating custom emails, engaging social media posts and sign 
up forms easier than ever. The platform streamlines nonprofits' files 
and records while sharing specific analytics on a custom dashboard 
that users can monitor. 

Additionally, salsa works to offer online fundraising solutions like 
online event registration and secure payment processing, making it an 
all-encompassing platform for both established and up-and-coming 
nonprofits seeking to take their charitable organizations to new 
heights.
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Applicant-Tracking Recruitment Software

'Recruit CRM' Manages Applicants, Invoices and More

The face of recruitment is changing quite a bit in the face of the latest 
technology, which is seeing new solutions like the 'Recruit CRM' 
platform pop up. The software works by placing applicant 
management, invoicing and more in one spot to keep everything at a 
recruiter's fingertips to ensure a smooth daily experience. The 
platform also puts a focus on interaction between different team 
members to let them see what one another are working on with their 
contacts and candidates.

The 'Recruit CRM' platform aims to be the all-in-one solution for 
recruiters that integrates your email client, customer relationship 
management and applicant tracking system into a singular spot. This 
aims to streamline the everyday experience for professionals to 
prevent any details from being overlooked.
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Virtual Autonomous Car Software

Baidu's Apollo Plan Uses a Game Engine to Test Autonomous Cars

Unity, the same company whose game engine brought 'Cuphead' and 
'Hearthstone,' is now working with Baidu on its ambitious Apollo Plan. 
Utilizing Unity's real-time simulation, Baidu hopes to further its efforts 
in devising, building, testing, and eventually distributing self-driving 
systems with level three, four, and five autonomy. By using Unity and 
creating a simulation, Baidu hopes to accelerate development without 
having to rely on real-world tests. Additionally, Unity has already 
provided all its digital assets needed to construct virtual worlds.

By using Unity for the Apollo Plan, Baidu hopes to enable developers 
to effectively and safely digitize the development phase of these 
autonomous technologies. According to Tim McDonough, Unity's head 
of Automotive, "Nobody gets hurt in a video game... You can also test 
things that you can't test in the real world. What happens if a kid runs 
up in front of the car, or a moose, those are things you just you just 
can't test in the real world."
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Video-Restoring Software
Cambridge Consultants Has Developed a New AI to Fix Video in Real-Time

Rain, smoke, dirt, and debris-produced distortion would normally be 
destructive for any videographer's footage, but global research and 
development firm Cambridge Consultants is now offering an AI 
solution to reconstruct damaged or obscured frames in real-time. 
Dubbed DeepRay, this new program calls to mind Adobe’s distortion-
correcting system, but manages to accomplish the same feat but in 
real-time and with live video.

Cambridge Consultants currently plans on showcasing DeepRay at CES 
2019. However, in its current state, the system takes advantage of a 
machine learning architecture known as generative adversarial 
network (GAN). Speaking broadly, GAN is a two-part neural network 
that consists of generators and discriminators. DeepRay features a 
total of six networks, each with their own team of generators and 
discriminators, which each analyze footage to remedy damaged 
frames,
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Text-Based Video Editing Software

The 'Screenplay' Video Editor Lets You Edit by Trimming Text

Editing video is notorious for taking hours to perform, so the 
'Screenplay' video editor is positioned as a simpler solution for users 
that will revolutionize their experience. 

The software works by having users upload their video before 
automatically scanning it and creating a transcript of the content. 
Users can then simply cut, trim and rearrange the text to make the 
adjustments to the video itself rather than needing to manually do this 
with the footage in a traditional editing platform. This makes the 
process quicker and far easier for users to perform, which will come as 
welcome news to those who are new to the practice or that want to 
speed up the process.

The 'Screenplay' video editor also shows promise for social media 
users who are looking for a quick way to edit their videos and upload 
them to YouTube or another network.
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Combat-Focused Mixed Reality Headsets

The Microsoft Hololens Will Be Used for Mixed Reality Combat

Designed as an AR headset for industrial purposes, the Microsoft 
Hololens will now be utilized by the US army for mixed reality combat 
purposes. The headset has never been designed for consumer 
purposes, instead focusing on enterprises related to manufacturing, 
training, marketing, and other purposes. This makes the jump to the 
US Army quite easy as the headset already comes optimized for 
practical purposes, rather than use as an entertainment device.  

Microsoft is expecting the US Army to purchase as many as 100,000 
headsets, essentially tripling sales of the device. In terms of mixed 
reality combat, the Hololens will be used to provide troops with more 
and better information, including night vision capabilities, breath 
measurement, monitoring vitals, hearing protection, and observing 
signs of concussions. The US Army hopes to eventually use the 
Hololens in live combat but will first have to develop their own 
software for these purposes.
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Streamer-Focused Webcam Software

'Logitech Capture' Brings Webcams Into the Future

In an effort to keep up with modern webcam usage, Logitech Capture 
makes streaming and vlogging easy for all users. Currently, the 
software is being offered as a public beta for customers using the 
C920, C922 and BRIO 4K Pro Webcam models. This new software 
builds on Logitech webcams, which are generally good enough for 
video chats but lack modern streaming capabilities.

Logitech Capture was built specifically for creators and provides 
advanced features geared towards vloggers and streamers. The 
software even allows users to record from multiple sources and it can 
act as a virtual camera for live streaming to platforms like YouTube. 
Logitech Capture will currently work on all PC running Windows 7 and 
newer and is available for download from the company's website.
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Immersive Mixed Reality Tools

Microsoft's 'Maquette' Software is Geared to Optimize VR Prototyping

The beta version of 'Maquette' — a mixed reality tool that answers the 
challenges of spatial prototyping, has been released by Microsoft. The 
software was originally developed by the company in the hopes of 
engaging the design team to explore the VR landscape in an 
immersive and informative manner. 

Maquette definitely has the power to inspire and practically challenge 
individuals. The mixed reality tool allows users to prototype spatial 
qualities through a PC VR headset. The software is currently being 
perfected for setups including Windows Mixed Reality, Oculus Rift and 
HTC Vive. It is available for use in Unity. 

Two of the most valuable features of the mixed reality tool, apart of its 
highly engaging makeup, is that it aims to answer "the challenge of 
efficiently sketching and conveying spatial ideas in 3D."
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Facial-Recognition Jamming Software

FaceShield Uses AI to Confuse and Stop Face Detectors

Launched as an online identity protection tool, FaceShield is a distinct 
privacy solution meant to break face detectors and jam facial 
detection software. Serving as a fast and free solution, FaceShield 
applies a myriad of filters -- chosen by the user -- as a mean of 
breaking general face detecting software. The ability of the service is 
driven by AI and automatically applies a noise to common areas of an 
image that face detectors naturally recognize. 

The FaceShield website currently offers a demo of the software, as 
well as three different filters for photos. Each filter provides a 
different level of protection and image alteration, ranging from subtle 
to extreme. The subtle option keeps the image as identical as possible 
and can break certain face detectors. The medium and intense filters 
make noticeable changes to an image and can break many most 
detectors.
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Online Logo Maker Tool
Logo Verge is an online logo designing software create your logo in minutes

Logo Verge is a brand that offers professional logo designing services. 
It provides users with a list of exclusive services that include a free 
version of their logo design. With this, consumers can get complete 
ownership for their logos at an extremely low price. Logo Verge also 
has an extensive template library, which users can access for free to 
create customized logos for their brands. 

By using Logo Verge's services, consumers are able to create new and 
unique logo templates that can take their brand development to the 
next level. In addition, all editorial tools are free for users to access.
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Creative Project Management Software

Streamtime is a Creativity-Focused App That Boosts Efficiency

Streamtime is a creative project management software that is 
dedicated to increasing workflow, heighten efficiency and contribute 
to inspiration in the artistic work setting. The application boasts 
intuitive to-do lists that can be interacted with and easily adjusted to 
meet time restraints and influx of new tasks. The overall layout of 
Streamtime allows users to make informed job decision faster, while 
the creative project management software is directly integrated with 
Xero and Quickbooks — quoting and invoicing applications, for extra 
convenience. 

To better extend itself into the world of creatives, Streamtime 
employs the illustrative style of Simon Landrein, as well as the design 
intuition of Australian agency For The People, who work together to 
produce a whimsical and rich graphic presence for the proficiency-
focused platform.
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Product Authenticating Smartphone Software

Blue Bite is Ensuring Brand Integrity

Determining the authenticity of products can feel like an arduous task 
but Blue Bite has now developed a way to determine counterfeit 
goods using only a smartphone. According to the company, the new 
software is a cost-effective, secure and scalable service that can be 
used by high-value brands to authenticate items. Blue Bite also 
suggests that this new software can be used by brands to provide 
exclusive experiences to consumers. 

According to Mikhail Damiani, Blue Bite CEO, that software was 
created to bring "product-authentication technology to everyone.” 
Blue Bite has already secured partnerships with a number of brands 
and partners including, Pinko, Sneaker Con, Mr. & Mrs Italy and 
Temera. This partnership will ensure that these brands are able to 
uphold a high level of integrity and ensure customer confidence in 
their purchase.
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No-Upload File-Sharing Software

Binfer Lets Everyone Send Large Files Without Uploading Them

No-upload file sharing is here. To some, especially the millions of 
hardcore remote file sharers uploading mega-GB files every day all 
around the world, it's seemingly miraculous. Spending hours 
uploading large files to the cloud just so you can have the privilege of 
sending them is no longer something you must do.

Welcome to the brave new world of "post-cloud computing." File-
sharing start-up Binfer is leading the way with a cloudless framework 
that can, ironically, also run in the cloud—if that's what you prefer. Its 
first application, a file-sharing and synchronization app that requires 
no upload in order to send files of virtually any practical size, has even 
been finding safe passage through the infamous "Great Firewall of 
China." 

So how is nimble tech start-up Binfer, along with its many thousands 
of customers, getting through the Great Firewall of China without 
incident? "Everyone of these blocked [continued online]
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Value-Assessing Software Quizzes

'Engquiz' Helps Software Engineers Recognize Their Worth

Software engineering is among the most lucrative occupations in 
today's economy, but some of the shadier companies out there are 
happier when their employees aren't aware of that fact; Engquiz is a 
simple, even fun, new tool that gives developers a sense of their 
worth. The free tool lets software engineers test themselves to see 
where their skills place them within the profession at large, thus 
showing them how much they could be earning on the open market.

Engquiz is a quick and easy way to assess someone's skill level in a 
broad way. It takes just 25 minutes to complete, and it then ranks 
engineers on a scale with three different levels: SWE I, SWE II, and 
Senior+.
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Software-Only Eye-Tracking Apps

'Gazeify' Provides Analytics on User Experience

UX and UI designers can learn a lot from the ways in which users 
behave on their site, but Gazeify provides mobile app designers with 
irrefutable data on what aspects of their design are garnering the 
most attention. The tool offers accurate eye-tracking data, generating 
heat maps that show which areas of the screen users focus on most as 
they make their journey through the app.

Eye-tracking analytics are generally accepted as the best way to get an 
unbiased sense of how users respond to a given UI. However, most 
companies don't have access to the complex and expensive hardware 
that has traditionally engendered eye-tracking data. Gazeify is entirely 
software-based, using the camera on mobile phones to assess eye 
movement and thus create the heatmaps that designers can use in 
learning about their app's usage.
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Accessible Professional Music Software

FL Studio 20 is Now Available for Both Windows and Mac

Thanks to the digitization of music, anyone with a computer and a 
creative vision has the potential to compose the next hit, and the new 
update to FL Studio, FL Studio 20, is a reflection of that musical 
democratization. The platform is now available for both Windows and 
Mac, whereas it was previously only a Windows application, so more 
people have access to the professional-grade production software.

FL Studio 20 isn't actually the 20th edition of the software. Rather, the 
name pays homage to the brand's 20 years of software development. 
In its early days, the brand was known as Fruity Loops, and it was one 
of the most important tools in the onslaught of electronic and hip-hop 
production that is dominant today.
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In-Store Price Adjustment Software

Guess Implemented a Unique On-the-Spot Price Adjustment System

A new on-the-spot price adjustment system has been implemented by 
Guess, ushering in a new era for brick-and-mortar retail locations. The 
clothing brand started using JDA's Pricer which has been described as 
a software that reduces "the time it takes to complete price changes 
and better serve customers with promotions geared toward specific 
regions." 

According to the brand, it can take up to four hours to edit various in-
store promotion prices, but the new system allows individuals to 
complete the task in less than 30 minutes. In a conversation with RIS, 
Jen Lange, Guess' merchandise systems administrator, stated that the 
company "wanted the ability to give the customer a better experience 
and start doing more boutique like promos that are demographic 
based.” 

Image credit: Guess clothing store stock photo from TY Lim
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Business-Focused Touchscreen Boards

The Microsoft Surface Hub 2 Improves on the Original

The Microsoft Surface Hub 2 builds off the original but features design 
elements that make it more effective in the workplace. The original 
Surface Hub first launched in 2016 and came equipped with a 1080p 
55-inch display as well 4K 84-inch options. While these were, and still 
are impressive, the updated Surface Hub utilizes a 50.5-inch display 
with a greater than 4K resolution, 3:2 aspect ratio and extremely thin 
bezels. The new Surface Hub 2 also features a rotation ability that 
allows the screen to be used in both portrait and landscape mode. 

In terms of software, the new Surface Hub uses Windows 10, but 
Microsoft is also applying a new dynamic collaboration scenario into 
the device. This feature will allow multiple users to interact with the 
Surface Hub 2 and login using a built-in fingerprint reader. The device 
will also come equipped with far-field microphones and 4K cameras to 
ensure high-quality video calls. 

Image Credit: Microsoft
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Small Business-Expanding Programs

Womply Boost Aims to Aid Small Business Through Local Searches

The cloud-based software platform Womply has recently released a 
new feature, known as Womply Boost, that is aimed at helping small 
businesses attract more customers. Unlike ad agencies or innovation 
firms, Womply is focusing directly on technology to boost customers, 
with a particular focus on local internet searches. Through Womply 
Boost busy entrepreneurs will be able to take full control of how their 
businesses appear on local internet searches, increasing their visibility 
to customers and making it easier to be found on searches. 

The system works by providing alerts to users when something needs 
changes or attention. This can range from broken links, expired 
domains or new customer reviews. Womply Boost also gives business 
owners the ability to read and respond to all reviews in the program. 
The program will aid business owners through the entire process and 
is set to drastically improve the appearance of local establishments on 
localized searches.
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Affordable Blockchain Tools

The IBM Blockchain Starter Plan is an Great Option for Small Companies

The IBM Blockchain Starter Plan is a new piece of software that is 
designed to help smaller scale businesses adapt to the modern world 
of blockchain technology. The software is currently in beta and is 
being touted as a cheaper alternative to Big Blue's current blockchain 
applications. The smaller scale version is designed to target low-cost 
plan startups and developers that are looking to build solutions on the 
IBM blockchain platform. 

The IBM Blockchain Starter Plan is currently free while in beta and is 
set to be intuitively designed. The lightweight toolkit leverages open-
source Linux Foundation's Hyperledger tools and can be easily used to 
develop a quick and easy-to-use blockchain ecosystem. Unlike most 
other blockchain focused technologies, IBM is not focused on 
cryptocurrency and this starter plan is no different. The IBM Starter 
Plan leverages the blockchain to better help companies develop an 
ecosystem, while also providing them the tools to focus on what they 
want. 

Image Credit: David Rmos/Getty Images
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Real-Time Prediction Software

SWIM.AI Uses Digital Twins to Provide Timely Accurate Insights

Digital twin start-up SWIM.AI creates SWIM EDX -- a real-time 
prediction software that offers an option for real-world learning. The 
system gathers sensory data from local edge devices and enables on-
the-fly reduction, analysis and prediction. This makes the requirement 
of 'Big Data' obsolete, as EDX is able to process the edge data as it 
arrives. Live demos are available on the site. They exhibit how SWIM 
EDX can aid industries, including manufacturing, service providers, 
enterprise and governments. 

The real-time prediction algorithm is self-contained, self-managing, 
secure and compliant. SWIM EDX can assist in the development of 
products, as well as support major industry data protocols and APIs. 

In the end, SWIM.AI's service provides accurate data analysis, more 
powerful insights and the bypass of challenges, contained in big data 
learning.
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Tech Giant Partnerships
Adobe and NVIDIA are Teaming Up for Mutual Improvements to Software

Adobe and NVIDIA are teaming up to form a tech powerhouse as the 
former's cloud-based AI projects will now be powered by the latter's 
GPUs. Adobe's AI toolkit Sensei is starting to become a more prevalent 
focus for the company and this new partnership could see the AI's 
editing features see an immense upgrade with NVIDIA chips. The 
announcement of this new Adobe and NVIDIA partnership was first 
announced during the Adobe Summit keynote in Las Vegas, with both 
companies looking forward to the shared experience and integration. 

NVIDIA's impact on Sensai could wee the AI make better adjustments 
in Adobe's service for Creative and Experience Cloud customers and 
developers, especially as the company builds out its storage and multi-
platform cloud-hosted editing features. This Adobe and NVIDIA union 
is also set to benefit NVIDIA's developers as work with Adobe can lead 
to improvements in mixed reality, next-gen rendering and immersive 
experiences. 

Image Credit: Lucy Nicholson
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Updated Commercial Drones

The Zenmuse XT2 and SDK Software Makes DJI More Customizable

Drone company DJI is looking to expand into the commercial sector 
with the release of its Zenmuse XT2 thermal imaging camera and 
payload software development kit. The thermal imaging camera was 
developed in partnership with FLIR Systems and builds upon the 
original Zenmuse XT first released in 2015. Much like its predecessor, 
the Zenmuse XT2offers up side-by-side visual and thermal imaging 
with a focus on emergency services and disaster recovery. However, 
the camera features QuickTrack mode, which centers the camera on a 
selected area, while HeatTrack mode automatically detects the hottest 
object in view. 

DJI's new SDK (Software Development Kit) is the companies second 
new push into the commercial space as it allows startups and gear 
manufacturers the ability to develop payloads specific to customer 
needs. The platform has been described as powerful, flexible and 
standardized, and provides an almost unlimited potential for 
commercial drones. 

Image Credit: DJI
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Modular Building Systems
Matt Lucraft Addresses London's Housing Crisis in Concept Design

Matt Lucraft, a recent graduate from the Barlett School of 
Architecture, offers a visually conceptualized design of a modular 
building system as an attempt to make London, England a slightly 
more affordable place for students and families with low income. The 
proposal bears the name of the 'Dagenham Breach Housing Co-
operative' and features a "settlement of self-built and customizable 
homes."

The modular building system is open-concept. Therefore, there is 
always the possibility for additional structures or homes. Lucraft's 
vision is that people can use a special mathematical and design-driven 
software to envision their houses digitally. Once submitted, a firm will 
prefabricate the living abodes and deliver them to a specified site. 
Surely, the modular building systems will ease the British housing 
crisis and give peace of mind to those who struggle with finance 
restrictions.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Asset-Tracking Tools
Bosch Recently Unveiled a Device That Conveniently Keeps Track of Information

Engineering company Bosch recently came out with what's called a 
BLUEHOUND asset-tracking software solution, which is based off a 
system that relays data to the cloud. 

The information that the solution keeps track of includes cost 
accounting, certification tracking, asset information warehousing, 
personnel monitoring, hierarchy asset assignment, automated asset 
storage checking, and delivery tracking. All of these features can be 
customized by the user, ensuring that the solution works effectively 
for their specific needs. 

By implementing the Bosch BLUEHOUND asset-tracking solution, users 
are better able to decide where they should and need to invest their 
time and money, while increasing transparency among their 
organization. In addition to relaying this information to the 
stakeholders and investors within the company, the solution allows 
users to set up invoices, PMs, and more throughout the system that 
are visible to everyone granted access.
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Sign Language Translation Platforms

'SignAll' is Working to Create Real-Time Translation Possible

In recent years, tech companies have made massive strides in bringing 
real-time language-recognition software to smart devices around the 
world, but SignAll is a startup that's trying to do the same for a 
language that has been mostly ignored. The Hungarian company is 
working to bring real-time translation of America Sign Language (or 
ASL) to the technology world.

ASL poses unique challenges for language translation. As opposed to 
oral languages, it consists entirely of visual cues, and it has no written 
counterpart whatsoever. This means that microphones need to be 
replaced with cameras that can identify both manual components (i.e 
hand movements) and the more subtle facial expressions that help to 
communicate grammatical meaning. 

SignAll uses a combination of computer vision and natural language 
processing to translate ASL into English in real-time, thus easing 
barriers that many deaf people face in society at large.

Image Credit: SignAll
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Human Resources Web Tools

SaaS Startup Active PD Provides Modern Employee Management Software

This employee management software for human resources teams is 
extremely easy to use, with powerful approval features and is cloud-
based. Founded by Jeremy Kirkham, Active PD is an Australia-based 
software as a service (SaaS) startup and a modern HR solution. 

Perfect for small and medium-sized businesses, the simple and 
intuitive web tool helps HR professionals with job descriptions, 
employee feedback and goals. Using Active PD, you can make 
shareable templates for role descriptions that your team can copy and 
utilize. You can also track version history to monitor how positions are 
altered over time. You can log feedback sessions and set employee 
goals. The employee management software improves business 
productivity as well as raising morale.
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Rental Management Software

Startup Innago Provides Free Property Management Tools for Landlords

Designed for small to mid-sized landlords, these property 
management tools make renting simple, affordable and accessible. 
Online rental property management software Innago is a real estate 
and software as a service (SaaS) startup that is currently in beta. 

The new online rental venture makes it easier to collect rent, sign 
leases and manage tenants. The time-saving solution is an alternative 
more suited to landlords and property managers with smaller 
portfolios, compared to property management tools aimed at large 
management companies. The cloud-based software is also completely 
free to use. Innago offers 24/7 support, opportunities for direct input, 
help videos for quick answers, industry-leading security measures and 
a personal account assistant. There are no user limits either, so 
anyone can login from anywhere.

By: Alyson Wyers
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AR Dental Software
'Janus Health AR' Helps Patients Better Visualize a New Smile

'Janus Health AR' is revolutionizing the world of dental care with its 
augmented reality software, which boasts the ability to show patients 
what their future smiles will look like. 

In the same way that there are apps that can be used to virtually try 
on different hair, makeup and clothing styles, the platform makes it 
possible for users to see themselves with an entirely new smile. The 
technology boasts the ability to capture the patient's tooth shade and 
comes loaded with hundreds of the most common smile types for the 
purpose of quick previewing. 

A variety of businesses that make augmentations to the body rely on 
software that is able to accurately simulate what proposed changes 
will look like—but the believability hinges on a realistically presented 
simulation, which augmented reality can absolutely provide.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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AI-Driven Cryptocurrencies

This New Cryptocurrency Helps Fuel Cost-Efficient Blockchain Mining

Sanwire Software, a Silicon Valley-based corporation that is renowned 
around the world for its two-dimensional artificial intelligence 
computing solutions, is set to take the cryptocurrency world by storm 
by launching an innovative new cryptocurrency of its own, dubbed 
ComitCoin.

What's great about ComitCoin is that it feeds into one of Sanwire 
Software's most reputed applications, which is the reduction of the 
heavy costs often associated with cryptocurrency mining operations. 
With a supply of 100 million coins, half of which is reserved for the 
Sanwire Corporation, the ComitCoin project could offer considerable 
rewards for investors who have faith in the artificial intelligence space. 

By straddling two of the most important new-generation technologies, 
namely artificial intelligence and blockchain technology, the 
ComitCoin project isn't just a new cryptocurrency, but is set to create 
a powerful ecosystem for energy-efficient cryptocurrency mining.

By: Rahul Kalvapalle
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Preventive Fleet Software

collectiveFleet Helps Stop Vehicle Breakdowns Before They Happen

Wear and tear is inevitable for fleets of vehicles, but with 
collectiveFleet, companies can increase their odds of preventing 
inopportune breakdowns that have the potential to unnecessarily 
complicate business logistics. The fleet and asset management system 
uses predictive tracking to proactively prevent breakdowns, helping 
businesses to keep their fleets running smoothly.

Part of the benefit of collectiveFleet is that it is designed to be easy to 
use for those who don't have  technical logistics backgrounds. For 
business owners who've never managed a fleet before, it automates 
much of the process, like record-keeping, and allows fine-tuning of the 
rest. With collectiveFleet, businesses can get their mind off logistics 
and back on the product that they're most readily committed to.
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Infrastructure-Scanning Software

This Tool Scans City Structures for Infrastructure Upkeep

Teams from Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University, East 
China Normal University, and the Indian Institute of Technology 
Roorkee are joining forces to create a software-based solution for 
infrastructure upkeep that has the potential to save cities time, 
resources and money. 

One of the problems with maintaining urban infrastructure is that the 
need for a repair is often detected too late, meaning that more 
resources need to be poured into the project on a shorter timeline. 
The partnering universities are collaborating on software that can 
create highly detailed 3D models of structures within an urban center, 
making it much easier for any deterioration to be detected. 

As well as being useful for helping officials spot repair opportunities in 
advance, the laser scanning software also has the potential to 
preserve detailed records of historical buildings. This data will be of 
particular use when it comes to repairing structures following 
damaging disasters such as storms and earthquakes.
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DIY Investment Solutions
The 'InvestPlex' Investing Software Helps You Diversify Your Portfolio

A growing number of consumers are taking their finances into their 
own hands rather than rely on big banks for help, which is seeing 
solutions like the 'InvestPlex' investing software gain traction. The 
platform works by allowing you to manage your online portfolio and 
diversify your investment portfolio on a global basis. This means you 
can get involved with new investments based on your specific criteria 
rather than having to do all the legwork yourself.

The 'InvestPlex' investing software identifies how consumers are 
opting to DIY their own finances and keep a closer eye on their money 
rather than allowing a professional to handle all the work. This helps 
to creation a closer connection between a person and their financial 
standing to ensure they are staying agile.
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Tech-Centric Health Events

HealthTO Was Launched Alongside Safety Software Leader RL Solutions

Toronto's HealthTO event was hosted last month alongside partner RL 
Solutions, a leader in health safety software used in hospitals across 
North America. Consisting of panel discussions and keynote speeches, 
the event brought together some of Canada's leading health, wellness 
and tech professionals under one roof in an effort to inspire attendees 
toward a more connected medical future. 

Some of the attendees included Dr. Rhea Mehta, founder of 
personalized wellness platform Bowhead, along with Gabriel Musso, 
Chief Scientific Officer at BioSymetrics -- described as a company that 
reveals "the future of medical data science." In addition to compelling 
talks and themed showcases, Health TO was also home to interactive 
demos by the likes of Microsoft, Biomedical Zone and others, 
including RL Solutions. 

Bringing together renowned professionals in the worlds of data, 
science, health, and wellness, HealthTO aims to push medical 
innovation forward while helping those whose are dedicated to saving 
lives.
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Customer-Satisfying eCommerce Software

'BigRadar' Converts Visitors with Custom Communication

The 'BigRadar' software platform works to help businesses convert 
visitors to their site by ensuring that their concerns and questions are 
addressed in a quick manner. 

The software works by encouraging visitors to chat with your business 
to keep potential customers interested in what you have to offer. 
While chatting, the software will capture information regarding the 
city they are located in, how much time they spend on the site and 
much more. This will enable you to create more targeted campaigns 
with this information in mind to ensure that customers are always 
feeling addressed and acknowledged.

The 'BigRadar' software identifies how chatbot and conversion 
solutions are evolving to keep businesses as agile as possible when it 
comes to eCommerce.
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Collaborative VR Meeting Software

Rumii Provides an Immersive Virtual Reality Meeting Space

This VR meeting software offers an immersive office environment to 
remote teams. Rumii is a new virtual reality venture that enables 
collaboration in the workplace, even when you don't have physical 
access to a conference room. This makes it ideal for remote workers 
and digital nomads, or for educational purposes. 

From startup Doghead Simulations, the VR meeting software runs on 
multiple platforms, including desktop computers and virtual reality 
headsets. Users are able to interact with objects for 3D product 
design. Rumii comes with a variety of team-focused features and key 
interactions (such as Atlassian's JIRA software) to enhance 
performance. The collaboration software has built-in audio 
capabilities and does not require numbers to dial or access codes.
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Home Security Streaming Software

'GuardMyPad' Turns Your Devices into Monitoring Equipment

A growing number of the devices that we use on a daily basis are 
being implemented with cameras, so the 'GuardMyPad' software is 
designed to offer a way to turn them into a home security solution.

Working with desktops, laptops, smartphones, tablets and more, the 
software will let you monitor for motion and audio and automatically 
record when anything out of the ordinary is detected. This means you 
will be able to catch thieves in the act without having to deal with 
installing complicated security equipment for the home.

The 'GuardMyPad' software is offered free of charge and enables you 
to gain visual access to your home from anywhere to let you check up 
on your home when you're traveling or away for extended periods.
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Remote Antitheft Software

The 'Prey' Security Software Helps You Locate Lost or Stolen Devices

The 'Prey' security software offers users the ability to track their 
technology devices just in case they lose them or they are stolen by a 
thief.

The software works by being installed onto your laptop and 
smartphone, and going to work to track your devices, take photos of 
the perpetrators and even remotely wipe the data. This offers users 
the ability to find thieves, ensure that their data is never leaked and 
that they can even aid authorities when it comes to getting their 
equipment back.

The 'Prey' security software can be accessed seamlessly by the user to 
help them locate their devices with ease to ensure they never have to 
worry about theft or loss again. The software is small in size to make it 
simple to install onto all of your devices.
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Visual Agency Workload Platforms

The 'Min' Visual Planning Software Supercharges Team Capabilities

The 'Min' visual planning software comes as an effective solution 
when strategizing to ensure that everything is covered and taken care 
of without having to feel restricted or like something is being 
overlooked.

'Min' offers an enhanced interface that lets you see all of the work 
that's in the pipeline at your agency in a matter of seconds to know 
exactly where everything stands. This helps users to effectively 
prioritize what needs to get done and where they should start when 
looking to tackle tasks.

The 'Min' visual planning software also works to calculate delivery 
dates to help you focus more on getting the work done rather than 
worrying about how to prioritize tasks for team members to take care 
of.
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Mapping Software 360-Degree Cameras

The Insta360 Pro is Google Street View-Ready

The Insta360 Pro is the latest creation from the brand that will enable 
users to affix it onto the top of their vehicle in order to offer a high-
speed method of capturing images. The data collected via the camera 
can be used for Google Street View capture, which means that users 
can upload the data directly to the mapping software without having 
to deal with a desktop computer.

The Insta360 Pro features the ability to perform live stitching of 
images to increase overall workflow and deter the need for post-
production changes. As more consumers become prosumers, we'll 
likely continue to see an influx in equipment and solutions that make it 
far easier to create content for a variety of different uses.
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Window-Grouping Productivity Software

Startup Switchem is For People Who Love to Multitask

Although current thinking leans towards multitasking being an 
inefficient practice, this productivity software is for people who enjoy 
dealing with more than one task at the same time. Currently in beta, 
startup Switchem is a business productivity web app for Mac 
computers that aims to make you more productive by grouping 
applications and switching between them. 

Co-founded by Artur Balabanskyy and Ivan Cucer, the new venture 
makes your workflow go faster by customizing your workspace for 
every task and switching between window batches. The productivity 
software boasts powerful features including saving time by completing 
important tasks, bringing the right apps to the front immediately and 
no longer overlapped windows. You can also create convenient and 
familiar shortcuts and personalize window layouts.
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HR-Managing Software
Wagewell is a Rewarding Performance and Compensation Management Platform

This compensation management platform also deals with 
performance management and total rewards for international 
businesses. Currently in beta, LA-based startup Wagewell is another 
example of software as a service (SaaS). 

The new human resources venture provides modern, cloud-based 
software for HR professionals to better manage their yearly 
compensation planning and processes for performance reviews. 
Instead of using spreadsheets or dated legacy systems, you can use 
Wagewell to streamline the collection of data, have everything in one 
convenient place and access key metrics. The compensation 
management platform features powerful reporting capabilities and 
performance-managing tools such as aligning against employee goals, 
customizable reviews and worker feedback integration. Their total 
rewards program engages people by presenting the big picture, 
offering template-driven statements and having informative content 
portals.
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Automated Sales Software
Startup Cugic Uses Live Chat Software to Help You Grow Online Sales

This SaaS startup leverages live chat to help you grow online sales and 
connect with people. Cugic is a new sales automation venture that 
enables you to talk to potential customers in a more personalized way, 
bringing brands and consumers together and helping you get 
prospective leads and turn questions into sales. 

Currently in beta, the chat software comes with a variety of features, 
such as 24/7 support from Cugic, call and video support, powerful 
analytics as well as social media integration. The software encourages 
real-time engagement and personalized conversations so you can 
monitor, improve and grow online sales. It is also mobile-friendly. To 
work with Cugic, you simply setup the chat widget to start chatting 
and measure your performance.
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Focused Meeting Software
Startup Pinstriped Will Help You Hold Shorter Meetings in the Workplace

This productivity software will help you run shorter meetings --
something everyone in the office can appreciate. Currently in beta, 
startup Pinstriped wants to aid you to "meet your objective -- or don't 
meet at all" by running more focused meetings. 

Based in Denmark, the new Mac application will ensure you keep your 
meeting on track and manage your time with structured and forward-
focused agendas. Uncategorized content such as files and links are 
organized by agenda item with the ability to add on-the-go decisions 
and actions. One click sharing makes it easier than ever to follow up as 
well as prepare beforehand. The app will become your go-to planning 
tool when it comes to staying organized and running shorter 
meetings.
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Revision-Focused Student Software

The Startup Offers Productivity-Enhancing Online Course Software

With many students now firmly back in school, this online course 
software and study tool is here at the perfect time. Currently in beta, 
education startup Study Rocket is based in the United Kingdom and 
wants to help students study better. Described as "the online course 
for your revision," the productivity software helps you learn, 
memorize, reflect on and test new information while also staying 
motivated. 

The exam-based online course software provides engaging content 
that goes beyond whiteboard videos and old papers with a minimalist 
user interface. Using scientifically engineered learning resources, 
Study Rocket addresses something many students struggle with: 
procrastination. 

The new venture demonstrates how software can help performance 
in the classroom and ensure students do better on tests.
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Hyper-Sensitive Wireless Keyboards

This Smart Wireless Keyboard Proactively Detects Software Tools

For most conventional computer users, the keyboard is a rather basic 
tool that doesn't need upgrading too often, but professional graphic 
and digital designers see wireless keyboards as hugely important 
weapons in their armory, and many of them are set to flock towards 
the Craft wireless keyboard. 

Offered by Logitech, this wireless keyboard saves time by 
automatically recognizing what digital software is being used, and it 
adjusts its customization settings automatically in order to optimize 
your projects. What's more, the keyboard comes with a special dial 
that allows you to quickly and easily manipulate things like brightness, 
brush size or even typeface, all with consummate ease. 

By making the process of tool detection and selection incredibly 
streamlined and easy, the Craft wireless keyboard allows designers to 
put their energies towards their creative endeavors, which is why this 
keyboard is expected to be a huge hit towards envelope-pushers in 
graphics teams across industries.
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Reality-Altering Video Platforms

Vahana VR is the World's First Live VR Video Software

Vahana VR is described as "the market’s leading 360 video stitching 
and live streaming software." Designed to help users stick and stream 
360-degree videos in real time, the immersive platform combines 
multiple stream capabilities, with intuitive stitching tools. The 
software's stitching setup is comprehensive for even beginners, 
helping users fuse multiple frames into a single file. 

Users can also preview files before they are completed, and once 
ready, the clips can be streamed via any video platform that is 360-
compatible. Vehana VR recently gained mass attention for its 
interactive booth at Barcelona's Mobile World Congress event earlier 
this year, giving visitors a chance to experience its a 5G network-
powered 8K video clip in real time.

Proving how far technology can take modes of entertainment, this VR 
video software is set to change not only traditional media 
consumption, but also live entertainment.
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Versatile B2B Software Companies

Insite Software Helps Distributors and Manufacturers Succeed

Insite Software is a company that's focused on helping others that 
specialize in distribution and manufacturing to overcome any hurdles 
they might face. To do so, it offers a variety of solutions that enable 
other companies to grow within their industries by unifying their 
systems and helping them deliver better consumer experiences as a 
result. 

To suit the needs of its clients, Insite Software offers everything from 
on-site training for B2B distributors and manufacturers, to a 'Direct 
Sales Mobile App,' which allows businesses to catalog all of their 
information so that their sales teams can be even more efficient. 
Insite Software can also help companies to create a 'Branded 
Customer Portal,' an 'Inventory Clearance Website,' and much more.
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Customer Request Chat Software

Jugnoo's New Fugu Venture Supports All Types of Businesses

India's third largest on-demand company has launched Fugu, a 
"proactive chat software that helps in handling customer requests and 
thus supports businesses of all types and sizes." 

The live chat software is able to assist in "real time query handling," 
and channeling queries to the departments that can resolve them. It 
also is able to analyze customer behavior, and thus gives users the 
ability to better understand their customers and increase retention 
rates and engagement. The new Jugnoo software offers a help desk 
software that "ensures immediate responses," with the purpose of 
creating more customer satisfaction. 

By allowing for more prompt and customer-specific answers to the 
various inquiries that customers have of B2B companies, Jugnoo's 
Fugu software is able to expand businesses' ability to grow.
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B2B Customer Support Software

TeamSupport Seeks to Enhance Communication Across Departments

TeamSupport is a company of employees that once worked in tech 
and software companies in a variety of roles, who are seeking to 
improve the broken communication that occurred in these companies 
both within teams, and across departments. 

TeamSupport is a B2B customer support software program that "helps 
businesses provide more seamless and effective customer support by 
enhancing collaboration and breaking down internal barriers." The 
company's software offers customer alerts, screen and video 
recordings, and product tracking in order to better understand 
customers "at a company level."

TeamSupport offers a series of customer, ticket, analytics and task 
management tools that ensures that B2B companies are able to 
support their customers, and run businesses that are effective and 
organized.
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Taste-Analyzing AI Software

Qloo Uses Data Science to Assess People's Cultural Preferences

Culture has long been considered the one area where artificial 
intelligence simply wouldn't be able to access, but Qloo is a new 
software system that's attempting to do just that. Though people's 
cultural preferences tend to be highly idiosyncratic and ostensibly 
unpredictable, Qloo uses data science to understand people's taste for 
a wide array of cultural products.

Qloo's AI isn't just a gimmick for giving people an analysis of their 
personal tastes. Rather, the software uses publicly available, open 
source data to analyze and understand broad patterns in consumer 
tastes. It can analyze cultural industries like music, television, film, 
dining, nightlife, fashion, books, travel, digital media, sports, and even 
other people.

Qloo currently has some high profile celebrity investors including Sir 
Elton John and Leonardo DiCaprio. It isn't clear whether these 
investors represent conflicts of interest, though it would be pretty 
tough to sway non-human artificial intelligence.
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Small Claims Software
FairClaims is an Online Service That Legally Resolves Small Claims Cases

Small claims trials can be crucially important for the plaintiff and 
defendant, but the relatively small sums in those cases place an 
expensive burden on the legal system, which is why FairClaims hopes 
to bring the trials out of the courtroom altogether. The online service 
provides legally binding decisions on small claims matters by virtually 
assigning each case to a professional mediator or a summary 
judgement in front of an arbitrator.

FairClaims is available for both private individuals and for businesses. 
The service costs just slightly more to file a claim than through 
traditional court channels ($79 versus $75), but it also adjudicates 
cases in three weeks or less, as compared to multiple months in the 
courts.

All of the arguments in FairClaims cases are either submitted online or 
made through phone calls with the mediator or arbitrator, freeing up 
time in the process.

By: Joey Haar
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Ultrasonic 3D Printers
Neurotechnology's 3D Printing Method Could Print and Assemble a Smartphone

This new 3D printing method uses ultrasonic, non-contact 
manipulation technology and has the potential to print and then 
assemble all the components of a smartphone. The ultrasonic 3D 
printer comes from Lithuanian software development firm 
Neurotechnology. According to Digital Trends, their assembly device 
could completely alter the way we currently consider 3D printers by 
making additive manufacturing more versatile. 

The 3D printing method takes the form of an apparatus that "uses an 
array of ultrasonic transducers that emit ultrasonic waves." The 
machine can trap and move small particles, meaning it is capable of 
'printing' just about anything. So far they have developed a working 
prototype, so it could be a while before this sort of (patent pending) 
technology is more widely available.
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File-Sending Tools
Magic Wormhole is a New File Transfer System That Uses Vocal Passwords

This file transfer system is a way to send stuff from one computer to 
another, safely. Developed by Brian Warner, Magic Wormhole "avoids 
all the complications of third-party tools, intermediary servers, logins 
and passwords, making a shortlink, worrying about making a file 
temporarily 'public' or fiddling with permissions, and so on" according 
to TechCrunch.

Only minimal software is required and that both you and the receiver 
are online before a few simple steps are followed. The file transfer 
system can be downloaded from a GitHub project page, where you 
can also contribute code. The package includes a library and 
command-line tool that enables the sharing of files. 

Magic Wormhole demonstrates the desire people have to share files 
simply without sacrificing any privacy.
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SaaS Spreadsheets Startups

Spreadsheets.site Makes it Easier to Manage and Create Websites

This startup wants to help you create websites powered by Google 
Spreadsheets. Currently in beta, Spreadsheets.site is a new SaaS 
venture and web development tool that makes it easier to quickly 
manage and create websites. 

Applications of the tool include changing content on your site or 
mobile app, having it as a database for online shops and web apps, 
creating and submitting forms directly to a spreadsheet without 
annoyingly importing data repeatedly. Described as "the best solution 
for showing structured data," Spreadsheets.site is an extremely 
flexible and accessible database you can easily customize. From 
powering products to saving data, the tool works everywhere you can 
input HTML. 

SaaS startups like this one are an example of how developers are 
inventing software for other developers.

By: Alyson Wyers
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Ad-Substituting Software
This Startup Will Replace Ads with Instagram Content You Already Follow

This new venture wants to give you more control over your Internet 
experience by letting you replace ads. Startup fAds addresses invasive 
ad targeting in apps and websites with "opt-in social content that you 
already love and follow." 

Essentially, the ad blocker replaces advertising with Instagram content 
you already follow. You start by confirming your own Instagram 
account. fAds works across popular platforms such as Facebook, 
Google and Youtube. You can even pick what Instagram accounts you 
want to see content from instead, and replace ads with posts you love. 

This simple idea addresses an issue many millennials and other 
Internet users have with targeted advertising online with an exchange 
model many others could employ.

By: Alyson Wyers
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Referral Campaign Software

Salescamp Makes it Easier to Set Up Website Referrals for Businesses

This referral campaign provides a way for small companies to grow 
their business, based on the idea that 65% of new business comes 
from referrals and people are four times more likely to purchase when 
it's a friend who does the referring. Based in the United Kingdom, SaaS 
startup Salescamp is launching a closed beta next week. 

The sales and marketing-focused new venture offers a platform for 
you to create your own referral campaign in just two and a half 
minutes using their step by step method. The snippet of code 
Salescamp gives you can be inserted into your own website. These 
campaigns are an organic way to refer people to your site and reward 
them for visiting. With the dashboard, you can manage everything 
including statistics.
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API Testing Software
This SaaS Startup for Testing APIs is a Free Online Tool for Developers

This free online tool for testing APIs looks at functionality and 
performance. SaaS startup API Tester is a cloud-based testing 
framework designed for application programming interface (API) 
developers as well as software quality assurance engineers and 
operators. The application performance monitoring system enables 
people to "build and save scripts for testing the speed, reliability and 
functionality of internally managed and third party APIs." 

The API Tester interface allows you to make up and deliver tests easily 
from AWS, as well as save tests for later use and share test 
configurations with friends. Described as the easiest way for testing 
APIs, the computing solution also allows you to view the run history, 
create and re-run tests when saved.

By: Alyson Wyers
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Codeless Chatbot Software

SaaS Startup HelloBOT Makes it Easier to Connect With Your Customers

This codeless chatbot software helps you set up an easier way to 
engage with your audience, all in less than 3 minutes. Based in Italy, 
HelloBOT is a startup that gives you the opportunity to grow your 
company's customer service offerings in a "futuristic way" and without 
having to type a single line of code. 

The super simple SaaS platform (software as a service) has pre-set 
examples that can be applied to three different settings --
ecommerce, hotels and restaurants. The automated and fully 
customizable chatbot software makes it easier for organizations to 
expand their network. The sophisticated messaging tool is 
instantaneous, supports photo content and makes it easier to provide 
information to your customers and improve your business.
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iii. Clustered Lists
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Additional related examples for exploration

Clustered lists are collections of specific related examples, making them perfect for finding further inspiration on 
the topic we’ve explored in your report. Our team and software has created tens of thousands of clusters, which 
you can track and filter at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool
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Top 100 Business Trends in 2019

From Gigantic Performance Sports Shops to E-Ink Bank Cards

The 2019 business trends round-up spotlights how some businesses are expanding themselves in the market and how they are curating unique experiences for their 
consumer base. Brands like The North Face have been namely focusing on providing exclusive opportunities for their dedicated customers through exclusive stores, while 
other movements in retail are expanding to multi-sensorial communications.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Exaggerated Fashion Runway Lines
Kota Okuda's Inaugural Venture into Fashion is 
Provocative

Customer Experience-Focused Retail 
Stores
The North Face Shop in Brooklyn Boasts 
Exclusive Ranges

Sleek Modern Gothic Cafes
The Antwerp Cathedral Houses a Cafe by Van 
Staeyen Intérieur Architecten

Vintage Fashion Passion Projects
Boring Girl Vintage Features Hand-picked One-
of-a-Kind Pieces

Memorable Digital Brand Identities
Zencargo Taps Ranganath Krishnamani for a 
Browser-Friendly Vibe

Experiential Coffee Chain Roasteries
The Starbucks Roastery in Seattle Offers 
Guests an Adventure

Contemporary Baroque Fashion 
Lines
Gucci Releases an Exclusive Range with Dover 
Street Market

Science-Inspired Sneaker Releases
The PUMA Cell Venom Debuts at a Conceptual 
Pop-Up in London
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Experiential Beauty Pop-Ups
Beautycon POP Features Eight Photographic 
Immersive Installations

Low-Impact eCommerce Packaging
LivingPackets' 'THE BOX' is a Sustainable, 
Trackable Shipping Box

Environmental Creator Features
Kickstarter's 'Environmental Commitments' 
Showcases Eco-Promises

Minimalist Shopping Sites
'Good, Cheap, and Fast' Focuses on Simplicity 
in Online Shopping

Supermarket-Department Stores
Sainsbury’s Superstore Features an 
Experimental Format

Edgy Rave-Inspired Fashion 
Collections
032c Magazine Transitions into Fashion with a 
Striking Line

Internet-Inspired Apparel Shops
The Next-Gen 'GU Style Studio' Blurs Online & 
Offline Experiences

Miami Fashion Pop-Up Shops
Madhappy Opens a Temporary Space in 
Conjunction with Art Basel 2018
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Celebratory High Fashion Pop-Ups
This Dior Pop-Up Centers Around the SS19 
Line & the KAWS Collab

High-Tech Storage Solution Shops
The Container Store is Now Introducing a 'Next 
Generation Store'

Digital Native Concept Shops
BrandBox is a New Retail Concept Bridging 
Physical and Digital

Funky Cult-Cartoon Apparel
Urban Outfiters x Chinatown Market Boast 
SpongeBob SquarePants T-Shirts

The Importance of Design-Thinking
An Interview with Kevin Morris, OCAD U CO's 
Managing Director

Crinkled Tunnel-Like Retail 
Experiences
Tacklebox Architecture Boasts a Chic 
Sculptural Interior

Scent-Informed Retail Experiences
Sniffy Allows for Multi-Sensorial 
Communication When Shopping

Encouraging Urban Farming 
Collections
IKEA and Tim Dixon Advocate for the Local 
Production of Food
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Perforated Metal Facades
Jean-Paul Viguier Renovates & Expands a Cash-
Processing Center for a Bank

Community-Enhancing Sports Goods 
Retailers
Nike Dubai Expands to Favor Community & 
Customization

Apartment-Inspired Menswear 
Boutiques
École De Pensée's Montreal Flagship is 
Incredibly Homey

Experiential Ice Cream Shops
Baskin-Robbins Unveiled a Next-Gen 
'Moments' Ice Cream Shop Design

Redefining the Cannabis Retail 
Experience
An Interview with Scott Hurd, CEO of Westleaf 
Cannabis

Fully Customizable Lounge Systems
Coalesse's Launch Answers to Contemporary 
Design Inclinations

Leading Sustainable Change
We Spoke with Bex Almqvist to Find Out More 
About The Green Hustle

AR Fashion Flagships
The Chanel Paris Store Supports Personalized 
Shopping Experiences with AR
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Tech-Informed Sports Concept 
Stores
Nike Live is Tested in LA, with Plans for a Tokyo 
Expansion

Fast Casual Pizza Spots
General Assembly Pizza Boasts a Perfectly 
Curated Menu and Atmosphere

Chic Cyberpunk Magazine Editorials
UNDERCOVER's SS19 Collection is Spotlighted 
in PRODISM's Issue

Toronto-Based Japanese Variety 
Stores
Oomomo Opens a Canadian Store Location in 
North York

Gigantic Performance Sports Shops
The Under Armour Brand House is the 
Ultimate Retail Experience

AI-Powered Ordering Kiosks
KFC and Alibaba are Introducing Next-Gen Self-
Ordering Kiosks

Apartment-Style Global Tech Stores
The Apple Store in Paris Embraces Classical 
Architecture

Contemporary Streetwear Miami 
Pop-Ups
Fight Club's Temporary Activation Offers 
Fashion & Footwear
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Voice-Activated Interactive Pop-Ups
The Google Hardware Store Features a 
Treehouse and Photobooth

Elegant Modern Dental Clinics
1504 architekci Beautifully Curate the 
Aesthetic of the Fi Clinic

Customization-Centric Confectionery 
Stores
The New M&M’s World Shanghai Emphasizes 
Personalization

Low-Oxygen Training Facilities
ASICS is to Open a Tokyo Training Facility in 
September of 2019

Limited-Edition Oversized 
Sandwiches
The New Arby's Arbynator Sandwich Comes in 
Three Sizes

Health-Tracking Farming Devices
This Cow Ear Tag Keeps Tabs on Location and 
Activities

Cartoon-Themed Ice Cream Pop-Ups
The Afters Ice Cream Rick and Morty Pop-Ups 
Open December 1

Arched Furniture Showrooms
The Third APPARATUS Showroom Opens Up in 
Los Angeles' McCadden Place
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Fashionable Pop-Up Exhibitions
A-COLD-WALL* and NikeLab Celebrate Their 
Collab with an Exhibit

Artisanal Ceramic Start-Ups
'East Fork Pottery' Creates Beautiful 
Handmade Goods for Millennials

Topping-Loaded QSR Side Dishes
The A&W Loaded Sides are Available for a 
Limited-Time Only

Co-Working Childcare Spaces
'The Little Wing' Offers On-Site Babysitting for 
The Wing Members

Pineapple Fritter-Topped Burgers
The Wendy's New Zealand Sticky Summer 
Range Has Tasty Options

Culinary Direction Predictions
foodora Compiles a List of 2019 Predictions 
About the Food Movement

Gen Z-Focused Sci-Fi Channels
Disney's Star Wars YouTube Channel Aims to 
Induct New Fans

Prepackaged Holiday Meal Kits
The Walmart Holiday Dinner Kits Serve Six to 
Eight People
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Hunt.to/394426

Accessible Influencer Marketplaces
The 'SocialCrew' Marketplace Simplifies 
Influencer Marketing

Clean Beauty Advocacy Stores
Beautycounter Connects Consumers to 
Congress for Better Beauty Laws

E-Ink Bank Cards
PNC Bank's Dynamic CVV Cards Have 
Continuously Updating Security Codes

Tablet-Powered Photo Booths
The 'Salsa' Photo Booth Can be Set Up in Just 
60 Seconds

Tasty Taco-Flavored Jerky Treats
Taco in a Bag is Super Snack Time's Latest 
Hybrid Flavor

Convenience Brand Coffee Stouts
The Wawa x 2SP Winter Reserve Coffee Stout 
is Limited-Edition

Test-Try Pop-Up Stores
The Home of Black Friday Store Allows 
Shoppers to 'Try Before They Buy'

Harm Reduction Vape Brands
180 Smoke is Innovating the Nicotine and 
Cannabis Industries in Canada
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Workflow Automation Platforms
'Zvolv' Enables Users to Build Enterprise Apps 
in Days without Code

Entrepreneurial Coaching Apps
'Motivio42' Helps Startup Founders and Their 
Team to Excel

In-Store Almond Milk Machines
NüMilk Lets Consumers Fill an Empty Bottle 
with Fresh Nut Milk

Colorful Homeware Brand 
Expansions
Hay Opens Its First Brick-and-Mortar 
Establishment in Portland

Shiny Cheese Tart Shops
Galvanized Metal is the Main Material of This 
Store by Fumitaka Suzuki

Chic Healthy Vegetarian Restaurants
Dirt Candy Boasts an Eclectic Menu of 
Vegetable-Based Dishes

Icy Holiday Frozen Beverages
The Icee Sugar Plum Drink is Available Only at 
Target

Pink-Accented Flagship Stores
Glossier New York Opens a Chic and Elegant 
Three-Storey Shop in SoHo
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Modern Elevated Italian Restaurants
Giulietta Serves Up High-End Italian Cuisine in 
Toronto

Hybrid Sport-Inspired Fashion 
Concepts
Heron Preston Debuts His New Brand 
Basketball Skateboards

Livestream Shopping Apps
'Streamlist' Connects Buyers and Sellers Via 
Livestream Video

Cold Weather Custard Desserts
The Shake Shack 2018 Holiday Shake Menu 
Includes Three Options

Unisex Essential Apparel Collections
Foot Locker's Clothing Line Boasts a Minimal 
Color Palette

Innovating with the Future
Ford's Futurist, Sheryl Connelly Discusses 
Implementing Positive Change

Elegant Celebrity Chef Restaurants
The Gwen Butcher Shop and Restaurant is a 
Winning Hybrid

Sustainability-Focused Brand 
Initiatives
Everlane Plans to Be Completely Plastic-free by 
2021
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Online Vision Prescription Services
i-Optex Lets People Renew a Prescription from 
Anywhere

Exploring Vintage Fandoms
Highsnobiety's Jeff Carvalho Discusses the 
Hidden Heat Doc Series

Speedy Conference Center 
Constructions
Archi-Union Architects Use Robots to Build 
Efficiently

Technology-Inspired Wall Art
NYC Software Developers Create 'Floating 
Maps'

Festive Discount Cheese Promotions
Whole Foods' 12 Days of Cheese Promotion 
Includes Big Discounts

Gift Card Advent Calendars
This Advent Calendar Pairs 25 Gift Cards with 
Questions for Reflection

8K UHD Television Channels
NHK Has Launched an 8K TV Channel in Japan

Branded Botanical Work Spaces
Ketel One Botanical and WeWork Promote a 
Mindful Working Experience
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Price-Matching Online Services
eBay's 'Best Price Guarantee' Service Beats the 
Lowest Price by 10%

Interconnected Friendship Ice 
Creams
The Giapo Pikoura Ice Cream Requires Two to 
be Eaten

Female Entrepreneur-Supporting 
Programs
Apple Entrepreneur Camp Aids Businesses Led 
by Women

Aquatic Superhero Frozen Treats
The Pinkberry Pineapple Colada Frozen Yogurt 
Celebrates Aquaman

Luxe Co-Branded Sunglasses
RETROSUPERFUTURE Produces a Line of 
Exclusive Sunglasses for Starbucks

Social Data Management Platforms
The 'Tify' Platform Offers Real-Time Insights 
for Businesses

AI Browser Shopping Extensions
Shopbrain's Web Browser Extension Includes a 
Holiday Assistant

Maple Chicken Croissant Sandwiches
The Wendy’s Bacon Maple Chicken Sandwich 
is Sweet and Savory
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Behind-the-Scenes In-Store 
Experiences
This Year, People Can Step Into the John Lewis 
Holiday Ad

Savory Bacon-Infused Milkshakes
The Johnny Rockets Sizzlin’ Bacon Maple Shake 
is Indulgent

Homelessness-Combating Social 
Businesses
More Than Words is a Boston Nonprofit with a 
Noble Vision

Avatar-Based Try-On Technology
ViuBox Lets Shoppers Try Garments on 
Personalized 3D Models
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